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Event Experiences by Incentive Concepts is the industry 
leader for on-site gifting and brand experiences. 

We have an unmatched passion for customer service and 
flawless onsite execution. We love our customers and it 
shows in everything we do!

Who We Are
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Event Experiences by Incentive Concepts is ready with a gift experience to match 
your destination and attendee group.

Stress-free and Unforgettable

Each of our Event Experiences levels include a host of fantastic products to wow your attendees 
and fit your budget!

Our team will manage all shipping, on-site logistics, set-up and of course YOUR EVENT EXPERIENCE!

Let our team help yours



Level 1

Recreation Northway

This 21-speed comfort bike, custom fiitted for that bike shop feel, 
is an easy-riding bike for errand-running, the trails or casual family 
adventures. A precision comfort design is made for a relaxing, 
upright riding position and boasts a plush memory-foam saddle seat.

Recreation Journey

The Reaction Journey is perfect for fitness, commuting, or just 
plain old fun! This hybrid has a steel frame for durability. SRAM 
MRX Gripshift shifters provide easy gear changes to manage any 
hill and the comfort suspension fork provides 50 mm of travel to 
will make your ride a breeze.

Electra Cruiser 1

Simple at heart, Electra’s Cruiser 1 lets you go anywhere in 
comfort. It features a classic Electra steel frame, a plush seat, wide 
bars, quality wheels, and treaded tires that are equally at home on 
pavement and dirt. Plus, with Electra’s Flat Foot Technology, you 
can put your feet flat on the ground whenever you want for total 
control.

Recreation SilverRidge

The Silver Ridge is a 21 speed entry level mountain bike for the 
recreational rider. It’s made of steel for durability on the path 
or trail, and its suspension fork gives you 50 mm of travel and 
improves comfort and control over rough terrain. SRAM MRX 
GripShift shifter provides easy gear changes to manage any 
hill while the aggressive tires provide traction under adverse 
conditions.



Electra Cruiser 1

Simple at heart, Electra’s Cruiser 1 lets you go 
anywhere in comfort. It features a classic Electra steel 
frame, a plush seat, wide bars, quality wheels, and 
treaded tires that are equally at home on pavement 
and dirt. Plus, with Electra’s Flat Foot Technology, you 
can put your feet flat on the ground whenever you 
want for total control.

Trek FX

Whether you’re cruising to work or play, Trek’s FX is 
a bicycle you’ll love. Its Alpha-Silver aluminum frame 
is lightweight for easy pedaling and the fast-rolling 
700c wheels let you ride further and faster. This slick 
machine gets you up and down the steepest hills with 
its 21-speed Shimano drivetrain and linear-pull brakes. 
And, you can ride where you want, knowing that a pair 
of puncture-resistant, multi-surface Bontrager tires 
will keep you rolling smoothly and safely. Whether for 
fitness, for fun, the FX is a great choice!

Level 2

Trek 820

Trek’s 820 is a fun, versatile bike. It features a great-
riding steel frame with a relaxed, upright riding 
position you’ll love. Up front, a suspension fork 
smooths the road and trail. Plus, it sports a quick-
shifting, easy-pedaling 21-speed drivetrain, powerful 
linear-pull brakes and quality Bontrager components, 
such as a a comfortable saddle and tough mountain 
bike-sized wheels.



It has never been easier to show your appreciation for the people you value. With a customizable website 
and Brands that turn heads, The Event Card is sure to be a hit.

Dependable. We ship your order safely and on time.

Turn Key. Less stress, more results.

Interactive. Our custom website tailored just for you. 

Cost Effective. Get the most for your recipients.

Perfect Solution for Individual Rewards, Sales Competitions or Anywhere You 
Want to Give The Best!

Custom Redemption Site

Turn Heads. Give a personal touch by customizing 
your sleeves & envelopes.

Start Planning Your Next Event
Contact Us Today

888-784-0855  |  Sales@EventExperiencesbyIC.com

YourEventCard.com
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Contact us today to learn more.

888-784-0855 
Sales@EventExperiencesbyIC.com 
EventExperiencesbyIC.com

Perfect for
►  Meetings
►  Events
►  Incentives
►  Customer Gifts
►  Holiday Gifting & More

Make it an experience.


